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Radar Target Detection in Sea Clutter Using
Time Frequency Analysis
Abstract
Small target detection in the maritime environment remains a challenging problem. Maritime radars traditionally
use non-coherent processing methods due to the time-varying and range-varying nature of the Doppler spectra.
Moreover, the detection scheme needs to be able to distinguish the target from the background interference (sea
clutter and noise). However, the radar backscatter or interference may contain sea-spikes which can last for
seconds and resemble targets. In the seminar, our recent results using time-frequency analysis to improve target
detection in medium grazing angle X-band sea clutter will be presented. The first technique uses different
components (sub-bands) of a stationary wavelet transform (SWT) to reveal different spectral characteristics of
the radar backscatter. The second method uses sparse signal separation with a tuned Q wavelet transform and an
adaptive penalty parameter.
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